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Today’s presentation

Our mission and approach

– Linking fistula, maternal mortality and
morbidity (MM) and health equity

Our strategy

– Research and Policy Analysis

– Public Information and Debate

– Strategic Partnerships

Does it work?
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Women’s Dignity: Who We Are

Women’s Dignity promotes citizen

engagement to enable all Tanzanians -

particularly marginalized girls and

women – to realize their basic right to

health.  We hold a particular

commitment to enhancing the rights of

girls and women living with obstetric

fistula.
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Women’s Dignity: What we Do

Support citizens to access and use

information to promote their health rights

Ensure policies, programs and services

promote the dignity and rights of the poor,

particularly girls and women

Engage communities as meaningful

participants in processes for social change
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Why link fistula and health equity?

Fistula is a clear marker between

“haves” and “have-nots”,

Exposing the failure to:

Prioritize marginalized girls and women

Allocate resources to meet their basic needs

Implement promises made in national and

international policy circles
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And what is “health equity?”

The fair and just distribution of resources and
entitlements for marginalized people

Inputs - prioritizing resources to under-served locales

– Skilled providers

– Emergency obstetric care

– Referral systems

As well as processes such as

– Effective allocation and use of health budgets

– Citizen involvement in priority setting for health care

– Mechanisms of complaint – and accountability - for
negligence, abuse, and poor quality care



Our Strategy
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Examine the ‘drivers’ of fistula, maternal mortality
and morbidity, and ill-health of the poor

Identify changes for policy and practice

Building

Evidence
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Research and Policy Analysis

Mapping fistula care in Tanzania

“Risk & Resilience”; “Sharing the Burden”
– Fistula and social vulnerability in Tanzania and

Uganda

“I Have No Choice”
– Barriers Tanzanian women face accessing

maternity care; and providers face delivering it

“Fair’s Fair”
– Determinants of health equity in Tanzania

See www.womensdignity.org/publications
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Taking research findings to the community

Community

debate engages

citizens and

their leaders

Film and

photography

illustrate the

reality

Information not

only increases

knowledge, but

improves local

accountability
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Health Equity research
Gaps between “haves” and “have-nots”

Urban vs Rural
Women

2x likelihood of
facility delivery

3.6 x likelihood of c-
section

4x likelihood of
postnatal care

Best vs Least

Educated Women

2.6 x facility-based

delivery

11 x c-section

4 x postnatal care
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Citizen

Debate

Improve citizens’ access to information

Enable people to articulate their views

Mobilize broad public debate
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Public Information and Debate

Popular media: using film, photography and

print with communities -> policy makers

Public service spots: TV and radio using

messages on health rights and maternal

health

Investigative journalism: exposing key threats

to women’s health and health rights



Showing change is possible – new publication series on “best practices”
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Women’s voices in the media
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Building a

Movement

for Health

Rights

For women with fistula

For quality maternal health

For health rights of the poor
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Strategic Partnerships

National Fistula Programme in Tanzania
– Hospitals, MoH, NGOs, media, donors

– Training of providers, service delivery, referral
system for repair, research, and advocacy

Health Equity Group in Tanzania
– Partnership of like-minded NGOs

– Monitoring services, tracking budgets, educating
MPs, launching public campaigns

Global linkages to share lessons learned
– WHO, UNFPA, EngenderHealth, etc.
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National Fistula Program leaflets distributed

nationally with information on fistula and

where repair is available.  Also on 14 radio

stations.
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Health

Equity

Group and

partners

endorse

newspaper

inserts



Does the ‘dance’

work?
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Some steps forward…

Partnerships on fistula and health equity

effective and broad-based

Articulating the fistula-health equity link has

moved forward, but need to go further

Moving from evidence to action through

media and strategic advocacy

Building bridges across the community,

district, national and international levels
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Where we’re stumbling …

Weak basic health systems are still driving
weak maternal health services

Massive HIV/AIDS funding is pushing other
health needs off the agenda, including
maternal health

Nascent and reticent ‘public voice’ limits
effectiveness of advocacy

Government resistance to NGOs and citizen-
driven accountability places an obstacle to
policy dialogue and real change.


